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Operation  Barbarossa,  June  22,  1941:  Nazi  Germany  Invades  the  Soviet  Union:  Putin
addresses State Duma

By Stephen Lendman, June 22 2016

On June 22, 1941, Hitler launched perhaps the largest ever invasion by one country against
another. Operation Barbarossa involved up to four million combat and support troops –
Hitler’s fatal error, miscalculating, overreaching, hubris and arrogance defeating him.  Red
Army…

Nazi Germany Invaded the Soviet Union: 75 years since Operation Barbarossa…

By Jean-Marie Chauvier, June 22 2016

On 22nd June it will have been 75 years since the commencement of Operation Barbarossa,
the Hitlerian invasion of the Soviet Union, the war of extermination, pillage and colonization
which was to cost the lives of between 24 and 29…

Brexit: What Is It About? What is at Stake?

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, June 22 2016

If you read the presstitute media, Brexit—the referendum tomorrow on the UK’s exit from
the EU— is about racism.  According to the story line, angry rightwing racists of violent
inclinations want to leave the EU to avoid having to

Bernie Sanders, Purgatory and the Third Candidate

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, June 22 2016

Creating parties from establishments is often more complicated that generating Eve from
Adam’s birth giving rib.  For one, there will be dissent, viciousness and obstruction.  The
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establishment can never demand to be shown a mirror of its rotting tendencies; all…

The Gardasil Vaccine Medical Scandal

By Dr. Gary G. Kohls, June 22 2016

“…only 1 in 10,000 HPV-infected women develop cervical cancer”  (Health Impact News) “I
predict that Gardasil will become the greatest medical scandal of all times because at some
point in time, the evidence will add up to prove that this…

Is There a Role for the Peace, Antiracist and Social Justice Movements in the 2016 Elections?

By Abayomi Azikiwe, June 22 2016

Neither major party offers a program to reverse the present course of militarism and income
inequality  These are difficult  times in the United States and the world requiring a greater
degree of preciseness in our analysis and discipline in the…
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